NOTE:
1. IF STANDARD TANK IS ORDERED, ENCLOSURE MOUNTS DIRECTLY TO TANK
2. IF STATE TANK IS ORDERED, TANK MOUNTS BELOW SKID
3. TANK MAY EXTEND BEYOND ENCLOSURE (DISCHARGE END ONLY)
4. FOR STUB-UP ACCESS DURING INSTALLATION THE REAR ENCLOSURE PANEL SHOULD BE REMOVED.

ENGINE EXHAUST

AIR DISCHARGE
NOTE:
1. IF STANDARD TANK IS ORDERED, ENCLOSURE MOUNTS DIRECTLY TO TANK
2. IF STATE TANK IS ORDERED, TANK MOUNTS BELOW SKID
3. TANK MAY EXTEND BEYOND ENCLOSURE (DISCHARGE END ONLY)
4. FOR STUB-UP ACCESS DURING INSTALLATION THE REAR ENCLOSURE PANEL SHOULD BE REMOVED.

DIMENSIONS IN [] ARE IN ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS.

AIR DISCHARGE
ENGINE EXHAUST
OIL/COOLANT DRAIN
AIR INTAKE

MODEL ENCLOSURE WEIGHT
STEEL WEATHER 363 [800]
STEEL SOUND 386 [850]
ALUMINIUM SOUND 238 [525]

NOTE:
1. IF STANDARD TANK IS ORDERED, ENCLOSURE MOUNTS DIRECTLY TO TANK
2. IF STATE TANK IS ORDERED, TANK MOUNTS BELOW SKID
3. TANK MAY EXTEND BEYOND ENCLOSURE (DISCHARGE END ONLY)
4. FOR STUB-UP ACCESS DURING INSTALLATION THE REAR ENCLOSURE PANEL SHOULD BE REMOVED.

DIMENSIONS IN [] ARE IN ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS.
NOTE:
1. If standard tank is ordered, enclosure mounts directly to tank.
2. If state tank is ordered, tank mounts below floor.
3. Tank may extend beyond enclosure (discharge end only).
4. For step-up access during installation, the rear enclosure panel should be removed.
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DIMENSION PRINT 230-300K JD

230-300 KJUL
JOHN JOSEPH THI

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED -
1) DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
2) TOLERANCES ARE:
   X.XX  0.25
   X.X   1.0
   X     1.5 SURFACE FINISH
   ANGLES  0  30'

EXHAUST OUTLET

SCALE 0.400

CA AQMD READY ENCLOSURES
(NO SILENCER)

NOTE:
1. If standard tank is ordered, enclosure mounts directly to tank.
2. If state tank is ordered, tank mounts below floor.
3. Tank may extend beyond enclosure (discharge end only).
4. For step-up access during installation, the rear enclosure panel should be removed.
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NOTE:
1. IF STANDARD TANK IS ORDERED, ENCLOSURE MOUNTS DIRECTLY TO TANK
2. IF STATE TANK IS ORDERED, TANK MOUNTS BELOW ENCLOSURE
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DIMENSIONS IN [ ] ARE IN MILLIMETERS.

TOLERANCES ARE:
- X.XX  0.25
- X.X   1.0
- X     1.5

SURFACE FINISH:
- ANGLES  0  30'
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